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it seems, is often strangely corrupted in the new country of
his choice. Perhaps he wants to be ; that may be why he
goes there.
But one would be wrong to see Chicago only as a vast
alien welter,   For,<f gigantic, wilful, young/' she is nothing
if not American, a young relation of Walt Whitman,   That
authentic note may be heard more clearly here than any-
where in the United States,   New York seems almost
Parisian by comparison; looked at from Illinois, Boston
seems a cathedral town and New Orleans a Franco-Spanish
port,   So Mayor Thompson knew his business when he
chose to fight a municipal election on the far from municipal
slogan, "America First."   Mayor Thompson is, indeed, a
portent.   His more apologetic countrymen tend to wave
him aside as something unfit for foreign eyes; but they
cannot altogether explain him away.   Here is a fantastic
booster in a cowboy's hat who swept into office in the
second city of the Union by a majority of more than eighty
thousand votes.   The issues were mainly irrelevant; the
causes I leave to local scientists to explain, merely appending
(in mute awe) the ecstatic diagnosis of one supporter;
" His election is a clear victory for the candidate of the
people. Highbrows and lowbrows alike were hostile. Thomp-
son lost in the silk-stocking districts and in the famous First
Ward, controlled by 'Bath-house John' Coughlin and
' Hinky Dink * McKenna. He won by the vote of the average
citizen, whose Mayor he proposes to be,"
A profounder student drew the more interesting conclusion
that his victory was due to the assertive patriotism of the
new ex-alien Americans, resentful of " the idea which is
popular among the older Americans that they, the new-
comers, are in some way inferior as patriots to their pre-
cursors." An outside observer cannot pretend to judge in
such a question. But, for him, Mr. Thompson has a unique
value as a flamboyant emblem of Americanism. His
language alone is full of lessons for the thoughtful researcher.
For wishing to convey that he was hostile to the enforcement

